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Spotlight   on   Dance  

Let’s   Dance!  
2nd   grade   is   starting   to   explore   action   words   and  
movement   sentences.    During   our   first   lesson   students  
worked   in   groups   and   wrote   five   action   words   on   post-its,  
and   then   discussed   what   category   to   place   their   action  
words.   Locomotor,   non-locomotor,   rising,   and   sinking.  
Students   quickly   realized   that   many   actions   can   go   into  
multiple   categories,   and   we   had   many   wonderful  
discussions   on   where   to  
place   action   words.    We  
then   talked   about  
putting   action   words  

together   into   movement   sentences.    As   a   class   we  
explored   the   movement   sentence   slide,   wiggle,   twirl.    Ask  
your   child   to   create   movement   sentences   at   home   with  
two   or   more   action   words.   

Alexis   Garay  
agaray@ps8brooklyn.org   
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Spotlight   on   Art  

What’s   going   on   in   the   art   room?   
Kindergarten   is   currently   finishing   their   “Line   Collections”   by  
adding   watercolor.   Expect   a   digital   permission   slip   from  
Artsonia   any   day   now!   I   will   be   taking   photos   of   the  
kindergartner’s   “Line   Collections”   and   putting   them   on  
Artsonia.com    along   with   lots   more   information   about   what  
works   of   art   they   looked   at   and   what   they   learned   about  
while   creating   their   line   study.   

1st   and   2nd   grade   just   finished   their   “Imaginary   Place”  
mural.   You   can   see   these   massive   collages   on   display   on  
the   2nd   floor   right   outside   of   the   Art   Studio   and   in   the  
auditorium.   Ask   your   1st   or   2nd   grader   to   tell   you   all   about  
the   imaginary   place   they   created   with   their   classmates.   

4th   and   5th   graders   just   finished   a  
monochromatic   art   challenge.  
Students   were   challenged   to  
create   a   work   of   art   using   just   one  
color.   They   used   a   variety   of  
materials   including   paint,   paper,   oil  
pastels,   colored   pencils,   etc.    You  
can   see   their   colorful   work   on  
display   right   outside   of   the   art  
studio,   room   206.   

Next   month   I   will   share   all   the   new  
units   of   study   beginning   in   the   Art  
Studio!   

 

Julia   Munar  
jmunar@ps8brooklyn.org  

Spotlight   on   Music  
Please   drop   by   my   bulletin   board   for   photos   of   our   students   in   action!  

General   Music   (K,   1st,   3rd   &   5th)  
Kindergarten   began   with   a   variety   of   activities   to   get   them   thinking   about   the   different   ways  
we   can   react   to   music:   rhythmically   (via   “Rock   Around   the   Mulberry   Bush”),   kinesthetically  
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(via    Carnival   of   the   Animals ),   and   identifying   and   imitating   instruments   (via    Zin!   Zin!   Zin!   a  
Violin ).  

1st   grade   began   with   a   review   of   instrument   identification,   using    Jake   the   Philharmonic   Dog  
as   a   jumping-off   point.    We   then   went   straight   into   the   three-week   American   folk  
“wraparound”   unit   based   on   the   work   song   “Shake   Them   ‘Simmons   Down,”   which   involves  
basic   folk   dancing   and   playing   the   mallet   instruments   to   accompany   the   song,   and   will   be  
continued   later   by   Ms.   Alexis   when   she   teaches   a   fuller   square   dance.  

3rd   grade   began   with   a   review   of   note   &   rest   values   and   form   analysis  
(same-same-different-same)   that   we   began   in   1st   grade,   through   the   lens   of   “Au   clair   de   la  
lune.”.    We   then   learned   how   to   recognize   melodic   movement   upward   and   downward   (and  
unchanged),   using   “Ah,   vous   dirai-je   Maman,”   “I   Don’t   Care   if   the   Rain   Comes   Down”   and   two  
of   Chopin’s   piano   preludes.  

5th   grade   has   been   focusing   on   meter,   both   in   terms   of   the   actual   notation   (3/4   and   cut-time  
in   particular),   and   in   understanding   the   difference   between   what   is   written   on   the   page   and  
how   it   may   be   “felt,”   using   “Roll   On,   Columbia,”   Satie’s    Gymnopedie    No.   1   and   “The   Star  
Spangled   Banner”   as   examples   of   different   ways   to   feel   triple   meter,   and   “Fifty   Nifty   United  
States”   and   “Down   By   the   Riverside”   as   examples   of   different   ways   to   feel   cut   time.  

Concert   Band   (4th   &   5th)  
Ms.   Waddell   reviewed   the   basics   of   music   notation   as   I   assigned   instruments   to   the   4th  
graders.    Ms.   Waddell   has   patiently   taught   our   students   how   to   produce   sounds   from   their  
instruments,   and   they   will   begin   learning   notes   from   the   method   book   imminently.    Please  
help   your   children   develop   a   routine   that   will   ensure   that   the   instrument    and    book   make  
their   way   to   school   on   Mondays   and   Wednesdays.  

5th   grade   band   club   has   also   begun!    I’m   so   excited   to   get   further   into   the   book   with   our   12  
intrepid   instrumentalists.  

Warren   Bloom  
wbloom@ps8brooklyn.org  

Spotlight   on   Drama  

Welcome   to   Drama   Class!  
In   kindergarten   we   begin   our   fairytale   unit   with   “Goldilocks  
and   the   Three   Bears”.   We   are   learning   how   facial  
expressions   show   our   feelings   and   how   a   character’s   body  
language   and   tone   of   voice   shows   differences   between  
the   characters.  

In   first   grade   we   have   been   doing   an   Ezra   Jack   Keats   study  
beginning   with   the   “Snowy   Day”   using   “sense   memory”   (the  
imagined   recollection   of   how   things   touch,   taste,   etc.)   to  
explore   the   character’s   setting   and   “live”   his   life   in   the   book.   
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In   second   grade   we   have   been   learning   the   many   archetypes   of   fairytales,   reading   and  
acting   out   many   of   them   as   well   as   exploring   fairytale   themes   in   order   to   write   our   own   class  
fairytale.   

In   third   grade   we   are   learning   folktales   and   have   read,   “Who’s   in   Rabbit’s   House”a   folktale   of  
the   Masai   tribe   of   Kenya   and   Tanzania.   The   students   are   now   working   collaboratively   to   put  
on   a   performance   of   the   story.  

In   fourth   grade   we   are   learning   some   beginning   improv   games   such   as   “What   are   you  
doing?”,   pass   the   expression,   and   this   is   not   a   block.   Ask   your   kids   about   them,   they   are  
games   you   can   play   at   home.  

In   fifth   grade   we   have   begun   the   process   of   learning   what   it   takes   to   be   a   director   creating  
interesting   stage   compositions   using   basic   directing   principles   and   our   mentor   theatrical  
performance,   “Superman   2050.”  

In   the   photo   above   can   you   see   levels,   symmetry,   depth   and   detail?  

Adriane   Erdos  
aerdos@ps8brooklyn.org  

Spotlight   on   Physical   Education    

What’s   Going   On   In   P.E.?   
In   Kindergarten,   1st   and   2nd   grade,   we   are   continuing   our   Team-Building   Unit.   We   recently  
read    Sally   Sore   Loser    by   Frank   J.   Sileo,   where   we   learned   that   “you’ve   won   if   you’ve   had   fun!”  
Please   encourage   your   child   to   remember   this   mindset   if   needed   during   games   or   sports.   

In   grades   3-5   Mr.   Maxcy   is   starting   a   Soccer   Unit   where   students   will   learn   how   to   dribble,  
pass,   and   shoot   on   a   target   in   skill-based   activities   using   general   and   self-spaces.   

As   a   friendly   reminder,   please   ask   your   child   what   day   they   have   P.E.   class   and   make   sure  
that   they   have   proper   footwear   attire   on   this   day   (i.e.   sneakers   with   laces   or   velcro)   as  
opposed   to   slippers.   
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Aly   Carlotti   Bill   Maxcy  
acarlotti@ps8brooklyn.org BMaxcy@ps8brooklyn.org  
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